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Integrated control combines biological and
chemical control. A pesticide is used only
when natural mortality agents are inade-
quate and the pest reaches a density level
sufficient to cause crop loss above treat-
ment and external costs. Selective pesti-
.cides allow natural enemies of pests to sur-
vive treatment. [The SCJ® indicates that this
paper ha5 been cited in over 130 publica-
tions since 1959.J
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When DOT and other organic insecticides
becamewidely available after World War II,
entomologists suddenly had new answers to
old pest problems.
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By the mid-1950s mil-

lions of pounds of the new pesticides were
being applied onagricultural crops through-
out the world. Without question, organic
pesticides brought incalculable benefits to
mankind. However, our research and obser-
vations in California revealed thatpesticide-
induced problems were Increasing rapidly.
These problems included resistance to pesti-
cides,destruction of natural enemies, resur-
gence of treated species, appearance of new
pests, misuse of the chemicals, toxic
residues, and hazards to field workers.

It became apparent to us that pest control
is a complex ecological problem. Eventually
we formulated a philosophy including deli-
nitions and graphs to better explain and pro-
vide a more comprehensive understanding
of how and why arthropods are or can be-
come pests and how best to solve pest-con-
trol problems.

Some problems were encountered in pub-
lication. One reviewer personally regretted

that two of his faculty colleagues were “in-
volved in writing the damn thing.” The
editor of 1-Jilgardia was upset because the
worldwide requests for free reprints re-
quired a second printing—the only time,
ever, for a Hilgardia publication.

The reason this paper has been widely
cited is that, by 1959, the world of pest con-
trol needed drastic improvement. This paper
was a significant first step and laid the basis
for all that followed. An author commented
recently, “[E]conomic entomology has had
nothing quite so fashionable as Integrated
Control. It gathered momentum from its
very breadth. It was all things to all en-
tomologists. Above all, it acquired the
characteristics of a religious movement,
with its own priesthood, faithful following,
and body of doctrine. Such, indeed, was its
strength.”
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A basic principle of integrated control is
the economic threshold.
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This concept

stresses the need to determine that level of
pest density accountable for a discrete
amount of crop loss in order to justify cost
of treatment plus external costs. Naturally,
agricultural economists had to butt in. In
most cases the were looking at economic
theory rather than simple down-on-the-farm
pest-control costjbenefit ratios. However,
most farmers do not understand economic
theory any more than entomologists do.

During the 1960s the entomological con-
cept of integrated control
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was broadened

considerably and soon encompassed nema-
tology, plant pathology, and weed science.
This entire field now includes not only
biological and chemical control but also, im-
portantly, cultural control, climatic factors,
plant growth analysis, and modeling as well
as social ramifications and political aspects.
As a result the term “integrated pest
management” largely replaced our term “in-
tegrated control.”. Today, 85, MS, and PhD
degrees are offered in this subject. About 20
states now require agricultural pest-control
advisers to be licensed. Each of the authors
of this paper reached the highest rank of
professorship in the University of California
system. R.F. Smith helped carry our message
throughout the world and was elected to the
US National Academy of Sciences in 1980.
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